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Abstract

With the development of large-scale knowledge bases (KBs), knowledge-based question

answering (KBQA) has become an important research topic in recent years. The key task in

KBQA is relation detection, which is the process of finding a compatible answer type for a

natural language question and generating its corresponding structured query over a KB.

However, existing systems often rely on shallow probabilistic methods, which are less

expressive than deep semantic representation methods. In addition, since KBs are still far

from complete, it is necessary to develop a new strategy that leverages unstructured

resources outside of KBs. In this work, we propose a novel Question Answering method

with Relation Detection and Textual Evidence (QARDTE). First, to address the semantic

gap problem in relation detection, we use bidirectional long-short term memory networks

with different levels of abstraction to better capture sentence structures. Our model achieves

improved results with robustness against a wide diversity of expressions and questions with

multiple relations. Moreover, to help compensate for the incompleteness of KBs, we utilize

external unstructured text to extract additional supporting evidence and combine this evi-

dence with relation information during the answer re-ranking process. In experiments on two

well-known benchmarks, our system achieves F1 values of 0.558 (+2.8%) and 0.663

(+5.7%), which are state-of-the-art results that show significant improvement over existing

KBQA systems.

Introduction

Question answering (QA) has long been an important research topic in natural language pro-

cessing. A factoid QA system is designed to automatically answer a factoid question with con-

cise and accurate answers about objective facts. In recent years, as large-scale knowledge bases

(KBs) such as Freebase [1], YAGO [2], and DBpedia [3] have been developed, QA systems

have started to use these KBs as important resources to access general knowledge in a clean

and structured format. The development of a highly accurate knowledge-based question
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answering (KBQA) system could be beneficial in many fields, such as medical treatment, voice

assistance and consumer self-service.

Generally, traditional KBQA systems rely on KBs for general knowledge, and the key proce-

dure necessary for utilizing KB knowledge in a QA system is to resolve the equivalent KB

representation of the given question, and collect answers by inspecting semantic paths over the

KB. In such a procedure, topic entities of question are first located, and possible predicates are

then extracted and used to infer an answer type and find compatible answers. The process of

finding the corresponding KB predicates that best match the type of the answer entity is called

relation detection in this paper.

There have been studies investigating relation detection to predict the expected answer type

of a question [4–9]. However, some of these works [7–9] are based on traditional probabilistic

models; they mostly focus on general relation detection situations and do not take the end task

of KBQA into consideration. Meanwhile, some works [4–6] are proposed to utilize deep learn-

ing methods to solve the KB-specified relation detection problem, but few of their methods

exploit the combinations of local information and long-distance information. Thus, how to

detect the relation type from the question remains unsolved.

Moreover, due to the incomplete knowledge of KBs, an answer entity could have no reach-

able path by starting from the question entities. It is insufficient to answer questions only by

finding compatible relation predicates. Along with structured knowledge contained in KBs, we

utilize unstructured text to extract implicit facts as supporting evidence for the answer.

Although there have been a few recent studies [4–6, 10] investigating the refinement of

answers with the help of text resources, they mostly use lexical feature-driven methods and

rarely infer answers with a confidence score directly from the text, in contrast to our approach.

Therefore, we focus on exploiting a better textual evidence inference model in leveraging

external text resources.

In this work, we propose a novel Question Answering method with Relation Detection

and Textual Evidence (QARDTE). The relation detection model is built on a network with

bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) and convolution building blocks. The

model learns a multi-level question representation by the combination of local word informa-

tion and long semantic dependencies. Meanwhile, inspired by the idea of machine translation,

we apply a pre-trained network that learns from parallel phrases to improve the robustness

against a wide diversity of expressions. Furthermore, to address the problem of KB incom-

pleteness, we use external text resources to extract unstructured information to infer our can-

didate answers. We propose a neural network-based method with an attention mechanism to

compose a semantic representation between the question and text. This method improves the

semantic match between the question and external text statements, thus leading to better per-

formance. It also improves the ability of the system to answer compositional questions, which

is usually performed through explicitly solving complex logical dependencies in previous

methods.

We evaluate our method on two famous benchmarks, WebQuestions and Free917. In

these experiments, our joint model achieves average F1 values of 0.558 (+1.9%) and 0.663

(+3.6%), outperforming existing state-of-the-art models. We also achieve better results for

questions with multiple relations compared than the baseline methods. The results further

prove the effectiveness of our proposed relation detection model. Our main contributions are

as follows:

1. We propose a Bi-LSTM-based relation detection model with multi-level question represen-

tation that better captures semantic type information from questions, especially in the case

of multiple relations.
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2. We propose a neural network model based on an attention mechanism to better compose

semantic representations between a question and text; it also leverages unstructured text as

interpretable evidence in inferring candidate answers.

3. We construct a re-ranking procedure with combined information from the identified ques-

tion type and the extracted textual evidence. The combination leads to further performance

improvement.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss related work. Then,

we introduce the details of our proposed method. Next, we describe the experimental datasets

and setup and analyze the results. Finally, we present a summary of this paper and discuss

future directions for improvement.

Related work

Typically, methods of performing a factoid QA task can be categorized into two types based on

the data they use: (1) QA methods based on structured data and (2) QA methods based on

unstructured data.

QA systems in the first category are commonly based on semantic parsing methods. Those

QA systems learn a grammar and parse natural language into a semantic representation [7–9,

11]. However, generating such a parser is very expensive and requires many annotated training

examples and grammar rules; moreover, the diversity of language representation (also called

the semantic gap) between natural language and the structural knowledge stored in KBs is also

a major unsolved problem.

To mitigate the semantic gap problem, efforts have been made to develop improved relation

detection methods. Paralex [7] uses a weak supervised method to learn different phrase repre-

sentations from an auto-labeled language corpus. However, Paralex learns only from the sur-

face text representations of the KB predicates, and the results are difficult to adapt to more

generalized text patterns. Sempre [8] defines specific λ-expressions to represent the grammar

structure and logical meaning of a natural language sentence. The system first tries to parse a

sentence into as many λ-expressions as possible and then simplifies those expressions with cer-

tain predefined logical induction rules. Sempre achieves logical reasoning but at the cost of a

more complex and error-prone procedure when generating λ-expressions.

The QA systems in the second category are mainly based on information extraction meth-

ods. The QA systems retrieve a set of candidate answers from a KB using relation extraction

[5, 9, 12–14]. Our work follows this line of research. Typically, information extraction relies on

a logical language with predicates that are closely related to the KB schema, and a dictionary is

constructed that maps relations to KB predicates. The problem is then reduced to one of gen-

erating candidate logical forms, ranking them, and selecting one as the final answer [9]. In

such a logical representation approach, a QA system constructs KB queries for every input

question, and KB queries are then executed on the KB to retrieve the final answer. Cui et al.

[14] attempted to directly learn coarse-grained two-factor question templates from a large sen-

tence corpus, but their method tends to match only inputs that are similar to the learned cor-

pus, and thus has extremely low recall. AgendaIL [12] treats QA as an information retrieval

problem. It retrieves answers from existing QA pairs or uses distant supervision to obtain

information from a text corpus. Using textual evidence not only mitigates representational

issues in relation extraction but also alleviates the data scarcity problem to some extent.

In recent years, neural network models have been extensively developed in this field [11,

15–19]. One example is SubGraph [11]. SubGraph treats the QA task as a problem of finding a

reachable path between two question objects in a KB. During pathfinding, a neural network is

A novel KBQA system combining relation detection and textual evidence
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used to predict the next-step actions from a KB entity node. In works based on memory net-

works [17–19], an attempt is made to encode sentence meanings in distribution representation

and perform question reasoning by computing the similarities between a question and the

stored memories. However, in these works, no explicit relation type or textual evidence infor-

mation is provided in the answer inference step. Specifically, Xu et al. [5, 15] have applied a

multicolumn convolutional neural network (MCCNN) model. MCCNN is an end-to-end neu-

ral network model introduced in relation detection to solve the QA problem. Xu et al. also

incorporate external text for answer ranking. Compared with these existing methods, our pro-

posed method not only learns from the local information of every word, but also takes advan-

tage of integrating semantic information over a long distance. In addition, most of these

methods develop only lexical features with text refinement, while the ability of inferring

answers within text is weaker than our deep method. Furthermore, we explicitly compose fea-

tures combining the information between the question relations and inferred answer in the re-

ranking procedure. The combination may further improve the performance.

Methodology

System overview

Given a natural language question, we first decompose that question into a list of word seg-

ments. One or several of those segments are identified as entity mentions, which are linked to

their corresponding entities in the KB through entity linking procedures. The topic entity is the

main entity in the question. The basic work flow of a QA system is starting from the topic

entity, following one or more possible relation links, and finding compatible answers under

certain constraints.

Fig 1 gives an overview of our system implementation. We follow three main steps for pro-

cessing an input question: (1) Relation Detection: perform relation detection on the question

to obtain compatible relations and gather candidate answers over the KB; (2) Textual Infer-

ence: collect and infer supporting evidence from external unstructured text resources; and (3)

Candidate Re-ranking: re-rank the candidate answers by combining the information extracted

from both the KB and the external text.

Let us take a closer look at step 1. First, to generate possible candidate answers and the ques-

tion type, we perform entity linking to identify the entities in the question and link tokens to

possible KB entities with certain confidence scores. We then employ a relation detection

Fig 1. System overview. An input question text is first handled by a relation detector and an external text searcher; then, the features extracted from the question type

information and the supporting textual evidence are combined to further rank the candidate answers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.g001
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method to predict the potential KB relations between the question and answer entities. With

the identified entities and relations, we can make inferences over a KB and produce a list of

candidate answers. Later, in step 2, we collect related text contents from an external text cor-

pus. Specifically, in our experiments, we use Wikipedia as our text resource, and a search

engine is built to retrieve related result snippets. We then use the proposed text inference

model to further leverage text features from snippets that are semantically related to the ques-

tion. Finally, in step 3, the candidate answers are re-ranked by combining the information

obtained from the relation detection process and the extracted textual contents, thereby filter-

ing out the answers that best fit the question.

Entity linking

The goal of entity linking is to link the entity mention in a sentence to its corresponding entity

in KB. The results of entity linking are further used by following relation detection and textual

inference steps. We describe our entity linking method in this section.

First, we apply Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [20] to the question for word segmentation and

part-of-speech (POS) tagging; those segments with noun (NN) or proper noun (NNP) tags are

then treated as potential entities and further processed. Second, we construct an inverted

index from string to entity by collecting all string expressions for every KB entity and splitting

them into substring tokens. Meanwhile, we define the generation probability from a substring

token to an entity by p(entity|token) as the corresponding confidence score for entity linking.

The generation probability is estimated by the token frequency from the corpus; we adopt the

pre-trained probability data from CrossWikis in work [13]. Finally, for a given word segment,

every linked entity with a confidence score above a certain threshold is considered a possible

match. Note that each word segment can have multiple matching KB entities. If adjacent word

segments are linked to the same entity, then those segments are treated as a synonymous seg-

ment group.

Take the string “apple watch” as a simple example. The token “apple” can refer to Apple

Inc. or just a red apple. Meanwhile, “apple” and “watch” can also be linked to the entity “Apple

Watch”. Thus, we obtain 3 different entity links: (“apple”, Apple Inc.), (“apple”, red apple) and

(“apple watch”, Apple Watch). These entity links are directly passed onto the next step without

disambiguation; instead, they are jointly processed and ranked at the re-ranking step.

Relation detection

The goal of relation detection is to predict the main relation between the topic entity and the

answer from the question text. We describe our relation detection model in this section.

Problem formulation. Generally, KBs are represented in the form of (subject, predicate,
object) triplets. The triplet is formally defined as K = (esub, p, eobj), esub, eobj, 2 E, p 2 P. E
denotes the set of KB entities, and P denotes the set of KB predicates.

We formulate relation detection as a classification problem as in work [4, 5]. Given a

decided KB predicate set P = {p1, p2, . . ., pK} of size K, a natural language question q in the

form of word segments q = (x1, x2, . . ., xL) of length L, and its topic entity mention m, the

objective of relation detection is to identify the KB relation connecting between the topic entity

and the answer within the context of the question.

Specifically, the relation detection produces a probability distribution PrðpjqÞ 2 RK�1 over

relation set P. Every Pr(pk|q) denotes the possibility of predicate pk being the correct relation

for entity m in question q. We choose the predicate with the maximum probability

argmaxpkPrðpkjqÞ as our predicted relation for the question.

A novel KBQA system combining relation detection and textual evidence
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Question encoder. Fig 2 illustrates the basic idea of our model. The input is the question

q, and the output is the estimated probability distribution Pr(y|q) of relations for q. The ques-

tion encoder transforms the input question q into a vector representation v.

First, we use a recurrent neural network (RNN) to capture the information of sequences of

variable length. Specifically, to achieve a better question representation, a model with a Bi-

LSTM [21] building block is built over the question q. Compared with a single LSTM layer, Bi-

LSTM uses a second LSTM layer to receive a reversed data flow, providing the Bi-LSTM

model with the ability to exploit context information in a time series.

Formally, let uðxÞ 2 RD�1 denote the feature vector of word x, and the input question is rep-

resented by a matrix U = {u(x1), u(x2), . . ., u(xl)}, U 2 Rl�D, where D is the size of a word vec-

tor. Each feature vector u(x) is composed by concatenating the vector space embedding of

word uemb(x), uembðxÞ 2 R
1�Demb , the POS tag index of word upos(x), uposðxÞ 2 R

1�Dpos , the

named entity tag of word uner(x), unerðxÞ 2 R
1�1, and the 2-gram information ubg(x),

ubgðxÞ 2 R
1�Dbg . These features reflect the meaning, context and fixed lexical properties of the

word.

Let~hl;
 

hl 2 R
Dh�1 represent the forward and backward outputs of the Bi-LSTM network.

As described by Graves [22],~hl;
 

hl are recursively computed as follows by

~hl;~cl ¼ LSTM
� !

ðuðxlÞ;~hl� 1;~cl� 1Þ

 

hl;
 

cl ¼ LSTM
 �

ðuðxlÞ;
 

hlþ1;
 clþ1Þ

ð1Þ

where~cl;
 cl 2 R

Dh�1 denote LSTM cell states. The final output of Bi-LSTM layer hi is the

concatenating of~hi and
 

hi, hi ¼ ½~hi;
 

hi�. hi represents the summarized information of the

input sentence at the word u(xi).
By collecting every output of the Bi-LSTM time series, the input question is further repre-

sented by a hidden states matrix H = {h1, h1, . . ., hl}, H 2 Rl�D, where D is the size of word

embeddings. Since Bi-LSTM has local consistency in the time series, we then utilize a convolu-

tion operation [23, 24] over the matrix H to exploit meaningful structure features. Let m 2 Rk�d

denote a 2D convolution operation. If applied to the position of question matrix Ui,j, the 2D

operator will cover a window of k words and d feature vectors; the window of convolution is

Fig 2. Graphical representation of our proposed Bi-LSTM model for relation detection. An input question is first encoded into vectors at different levels of

abstraction, and the question type is then predicted from this vector representation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.g002
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denoted Hi:i+k−1,j:j+d−1, and the output of the 2D convolution operator is denoted oi, j:

oi;j ¼ f ðm � Hi:iþk� 1;j:jþd� 1 þ biasÞ ð2Þ

where m is convolution function applied over the window of H. If the convolution operator

moves 1 unit for each stride, then the range of i is from 1 to (l − k + 1), and the range of j is

from 1 to (D − d + 1). After the convolution operator is applied to every possible window of the

matrix H, a new feature matrix O is made:

O ¼ ½o1;1; o1;2; . . . ; ol� kþ1;D� dþ1� ð3Þ

where O 2 Rðl� kþ1Þ�ðD� dþ1Þ. To generate encoded questions with different levels of abstraction,

we apply a convolution layer containing filters with different sizes.

Meanwhile, to reduce the variance and compact low-level features, we apply an average

pooling layer right after the convolution layers. Let si,j denote the average pooling operator; it

will produce a new matrix S from O:

S ¼ ½s1;1; s1;2; . . . ; sl� kþ1;D� dþ1� ð4Þ

where si,j is the output of the average pooling operator si;j ¼ apðOi:iþs1 ;j:jþs2
Þ, and the pooling

operator is denoted ap; ap 2 Rs1�s2 . Then, the S is a high level representation of the original

sentence that summarizes all the information of words and structures in a sentence.

Relation prediction. For a question q, we use a softmax layer to compute the probability

distribution Pr(p|q) from its vector representation S over its possible types:

PrðpjqÞ ¼ SoftmaxðWsf ðSÞ þ bsf Þ ð5Þ

where Wsf and bsf denote the learned weight and bias of the softmax layer. We choose the pred-

icate with the maximum probability argmaxpkPrðpkjqÞ as our predicted relation for the

question.

Objective function and learning. To train the model, we use the categorical cross-

entropy loss function between ground truths t(q) and network predictions y(q), and we define

the objective function over all training data as follows:

JðyÞ ¼ �
X

q

Xm

k¼1

tkðqÞlogðykðqÞÞ þ
l

2
k y k2

ð6Þ

where m is the number of total target classes, tðqÞ 2 Rm denote the ground truth of the ques-

tion q, t(q) is a one-hot vector. y 2 Rm is the output from the softmax layer and represents the

estimated probability for every class. λ is the L2 regularization parameter, and θ is a penalty

term of all model parameters. We train our model over shuffled mini-batches, and we use sto-

chastic gradient descent with RMSProp [25] as the update strategy to minimize the objective

function.

Pre-trained projection layer. Due to the semantic gap problem, even relations with simi-

lar semantic meanings have various textual representations. In addition to using CNN or RNN

building blocks in the network design, we also propose a projection method that learns

implicit transformations to further exploit the problem. It is inspired by Berant’s work [7],

which uses paraphrases to learn a transition probability between different phrases, and the

auto-encoders network [26] used in deep learning studies.

First, we adopt the Paralex monolingual paraphrase corpus from Berant [7] and then use

the corpus to train an unsupervised auto-encoder [26]. The auto-encoder aims to learn synon-

ymous expressions for every input within its implicit network values. After the convergence of
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the auto-encoder, we use it as an internal network layer embedded in relation detection net-

works. The layer projects an input phrase to its synonymous embedding vector.

Candidate answer generation. We generate candidate answers with a greedy generation

strategy as follows. If an answer is chosen in any one step, then the answer will be marked as a

candidate for later textual inference and re-ranking: (1) we first collect answers that basically

match the relation and are connected to question entities; (2) we then collect answers that

match the relation and can reach question entities within 2 hops; and (3) we select all answers

that can reach question entities within 2 hops.

Textual inference on Wikipedia

KBs contain a large amount of structured knowledge, but they are still far from complete. Due

to the incompleteness of KB’s knowledge, an answer entity could have no reachable path by

starting from question entities; therefore, it is insufficient to answer questions by finding only

compatible relation predicates.

Our textual inference model is motivated by how people solve unknown questions by

searching them through text corpus. Suppose that a person receives a question “When was

Obama elected as president?”; to solve the question, the person first searches for text contents

related to the sentence. After obtaining some text snippets, for example, a snippet “Barack

Obama won the 2008 presidential election”, the person reads the snippet along with the ques-

tion to infer the answer. Because the person can determine in advance what the question asked

(“when”) and what the question is mainly discussing (“Obama”, “elected”, “president”, or the

precise KB relation “government.politician.election_campaigns”), the person can pay more

attention to certain words that match the question type and are highly related to the question

content. Then, the person is able to infer that the answer to the question is “2008”.

Therefore, in this section, to help compensate for the incompleteness of KBs, we first obtain

supporting textual evidence that may contain potential facts. Then, we introduce a textual

inference model that learns to indicate the answer.

Collecting textual evidence. In this step, we need to locate text sentences related to the

given question. Without loss of generality or simplicity, we use an English Wikipedia dump as

our source of external knowledge instead of using a black-box commercial search engine. We

remove all Wikipedia special language markup (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Wiki_

markup) from the raw Wikipedia dump and then build a local search engine with the full text

content from each extracted encyclopedia page.

During textual evidence collection, we first remove question words (such as when, what,

how, . . ., etc.) and question marks from the original question and then provide the cleaned

question as a search query to our local search engine; the search engine returns the retrieved

Wikipedia pages ranked by the BM25 score function [27]. Then, we identify and collect key

text snippets from every page by matching the topic entities with the question. Additionally,

we use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [20] to perform text tokenization and POS tagging in all

steps.

Attention model. If we know the question before we start reading a supporting snippet,

we understand the text better if extra attention could be paid to those tokens semantically

related to the question. Inspired by the document reader used in DeepMind [28], we introduce

an attention mechanism to allow the contextual information from the retrieved snippet to

influence the attention paid to each word. The attention mechanism is illustrated in Fig 3.

Our evidence extraction method is a classification problem, the input of the model is the

question, the relation is extracted from the detection step, and the snippet is from the search

results. The answer entities with the attention weight as their score are identified from the
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question word segments during the classification. If an answer entity is composed of multiple

tokens, then we use the maximum attention weight among those word segments.

In our model, we first define the RNN’s (Bi-LSTM) hidden state s at time i as:

si ¼ f ðsi� 1; yi� 1; ciÞ ð7Þ

where si−1 is the previous hidden state, yi−1 is the previous output, and ci is the context vector

constructed by using the attention mechanism. The context vector is composed by summing

and weighting the encoded words. It denotes the importance of every encoded word in pre-

dicting the word i. Formally, the context vector ci is defined as:

ci ¼
XTx

j¼1

aijhj ð8Þ

The attention weight aij denotes the weight of word i in predicting the word j. The attention

weight is calculated from the encoded sequence hj and the hidden state si−1, and then normal-

ized by the softmax operation:

aij ¼
expðeijÞ

PTx
k¼1

expðeikÞ
ð9Þ

where eij denotes eij = a(si−1, hj), and a is the attention function. In our model, we use a simpli-

fied attention so that the attention function a is defined as eij = va � tanh(Whj + b). The eij first

passes the encoded sequence hj through a vanilla neural layer, obtains hidden representation

of the sequence, and then multiples it with a vector va. va, which is a vector representing the

input sentence and is initialized during training.

Fig 3. Attention mechanism used in our Bi-LSTM neural network.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.g003
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Fig 4 illustrates the basic idea of our textual inference model. We apply this Bi-LSTM model

with an attention mechanism over key snippets returned by the search engine. The model’s

input is the question, detected relations from the question, and the text snippet. The detected

relations are the prediction of our relation detection model. The leak information is composed

of the detected relations and the position of the matched words between the question and snip-

pets. The leak information reflects high-level supervision information between question and

snippets. Meanwhile, all other input textual resources (question, text snippet) are transferred

to word embeddings and are sent to a Bi-LSTM network layer. We setup the attention layer

over the output of the Bi-LSTM layer. The output of the attention layer is concatenated with

the leak information, and the concatenation is processed by a dense network layer. Then the

output is sent to the softmax layer for normalization and prediction. The output of the model

is the probability indicating whether the key snippet contains the answer and can be used as

textual evidence to the corresponding question. In addition to the probability, we extract the

attention score from the attention layer and further use them for textual features in the follow-

ing section.

Composed textual features. We use the following statistical lexical features extracted

from the Wikipedia pages and snippets. The input of this feature-generating procedure con-

tains (1) a question; (2) a KB relation (from the relation detection procedure or the derived

relations by collecting them from connected entities); and (3) a candidate answer (or phrase).

1. Overlap (Jaccard similarity
SA\SB
SA[SB

): (a) the ratio of how much of a page covers question enti-

ties; (b) the ratio of how much of a page covers answer entities; (c) the ratio of how much of

a text snippet covers question entities; (d) the ratio of how much of a text snippet covers

answer entities; and (e) the overlap between the question token set and the answer token

set.

2. Boolean flags: (a) whether the question token set intersects with the token set from retrieved

pages; (b) whether a retrieved page contains question entities; (c) whether a key text snippet

contains question entities; (d) whether the number of entities from retrieved pages exceeds

a threshold (20); and (e) whether the number of relations connected to the entity exceed a

threshold (30).

Fig 4. Graphical representation of our model with the attention mechanism for textual inference. The input of the model is the question, text snippet and detected

question relation. The output is a Boolean (probability) value indicating whether the text snippet is the support evidence and contains the right answer.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.g004
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3. Real number values: (a) the number indicating how many words matched between the

question and its relation; (b) the number of possible entities linked to the string literal in

the question; (c) the number indicating how many entities are present in retrieved pages;

and (d) the TF-IDF value for entities.

4. TF-IDF vector between the question entities and answer entities: (a) cosine similarity

between the question and a retrieved page; (b) cosine similarity between the question and

the extracted relation; and (c) cosine similarity between the question and a key text snippet.

5. Features from the textual inference model: (a) attention score of every answer entity in the

textual snippet; (b) whether the attention score of the entity exceeds a threshold (0.15); (c)

cosine similarity between the attention words and candidate answers; (d) whether the rela-

tion type of the attention words match the question; and (e) whether the current text snip-

pet is a valid supporting evidence.

We treat the normal textual features between the question and the retrieved passages as the

global context, and the features from the key snippet as the local context. Similar to people

skimming and scanning while reading, features from the global context are usually coarse-

grained and represent a surface correlation between the question and articles, whereas, fea-

tures from the local context are fine-grained and require many detailed evaluations between

snippets and questions.

Candidate re-ranking

This section describes the joint exploitation of the relation detection results and the extracted

textual evidence. Inspired by learning-to-rank approaches for information retrieval [29, 30],

for each question, we produce a final ranking of the candidate answers using the feature vec-

tors described previously. The top-ranked candidate answer is then selected to provide the

final answer.

To train the pairwise learning-to-rank classifier, for a question with n candidate answers,

we randomly select half of the candidates. Then, for each randomly selected candidate ri and

the correct candidate c, where ri 6¼ c, we create two sample pairs, a positive one (c, ri) and a

negative one (ri, c). The feature representation for a pair (a, b) is a tuple consisting of the indi-

vidual feature vectors and their difference is computed as follows:

�pairða; bÞ ¼ ð�ðaÞ � �ðbÞ; �ðaÞ; �ðbÞÞ ð10Þ

where ϕ is a function returning a vector containing all of the features in the previous section.

We use a forest of decision trees [31] as the classifier to be trained in the learning-to-rank

procedure. Random forests are also simple, robust, and able to learn non-linear decision

boundaries [13].

During the re-ranking procedure, for a candidate answer list A = [a1, a2, � � �, al], we com-

pose a list for comparisons that contains all possible answer pairs as A0 = [(a1, a2), (a1, a3), � � �,

(a2, a3), � � �, (al−1, al)]. We apply the trained classifier over those answer pairs. If the prediction

of the classifier over pair (ai, aj) is 1, it indicates that the answer ai is superior to answer aj, oth-

erwise the answer aj is superior to answer ai. Then, we obtain a sorted list of candidate

answers.

Textual features. In addition to the common statistical textual features mentioned previ-

ously, we use N-grams as additional features. We collect 2-grams from the stemmed words in

the question sentence (w0, w1, . . ., wn), in the form [(w0, w1), (w1, w2), . . ., (wn−1, wn)]; then, we

count their frequencies to be used as features.
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Relation features. Derived from the relation detection results discussed previously, two

levels of relation matching measurements are used as our re-ranking features.

The first level is direct matching. A relation is another kind of entity in KBs, where each

relation has its information type, which is the same as a normal entity. Therefore, we define a

confidence score to measure how closely a relation string matches the original answer predi-

cate. In detail, we set a score of 1.0 for complete matching, a value of 0.5 for fuzzy matching

(includes the matching of derived KB relations), and a value of 0 for no matching.

The second level is semantic matching. Since it is insufficient to use only an arbitrary

matching score and each relation is also composed of words, we leverage the textual words in

each relation to calculate a matching score. We use the average embedded word vector that

represents the relation itself:

Relðw0;w1; . . . ;wnÞ ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

EmbeddingðwiÞ ð11Þ

where we use the cosine similarity to measure the similarity between two relation vectors.

Experiments

In this section, we introduce the experimental setup, the main results and a detailed analysis of

our system.

Experimental setup

Datasets. We adopt the WebQuestions dataset from Berant’s work [8]. The WebQues-

tions dataset is created by collecting real-world questions submitted to Google Search. The

answers to the entries in WebQuestions are annotated manually by crowd-sourced workers.

WebQuestions contains 5,810 question and answer pairs. As is typically done in similar works

[8], we split WebQuestions into a training set (3,778 questions, 65%) and a test set (2,032 ques-

tions, 35%). In our experiments, we leave out 20% of the training questions as a development

set. Free917 [32] is another benchmark dataset containing 917 questions by human workers

with selected relations from Freebase.

Setup. Our network is written in TensorFlow [33]. We use the 300-dimensional vectors

from Word2Vec [34] as our initial word embeddings. During network training, we apply

RMSProp [25] as our gradient descent optimization algorithm. The RMSProp optimizer is

configured with the default hyperparameters (learning rate lr = 1e−3, b1 = 0.9, b2 = 0.999, and

e = 1e−8) and with the batch size set to 32. The number of iteration epochs is determined by

early termination on a validation set. In the learning-to-rank procedure, we apply a random

decision tree forest classifier written in scikit-learn [35].

Evaluation metric. Because it is the most reported and commonly used measure for the

WebQuestions dataset originating from Berant [8], we use the average F1 score as our evalua-

tion metric.

Given a list of questions [q1 . . . qn], the gold standard answer list [g1 . . . gn] and the answers

[a1 . . . an] generated by our system for each question, we compute the average F1 score across

all questions as follows:

average F1 ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

F1ðgi; aiÞ ð12Þ

Note that an answer (ai or gi) is also a list of tokens, the precision, recall and the F1 over ai and

gi are computed using the standard approach.
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Baselines. To show the advantage of our proposed model QARDTE, we compare it with

previous works by evaluating the following baseline systems:

• Paralex [7] selects answers by annotating similar question relations from learned relation

lexicon representations.

• Sempre [8] is based on semantic parsing; it tries to answer questions by mapping each ques-

tion to structured queries on the KB.

• MCCNN [5] uses a neural network model MCCNN for relation detection, and ranks

answers by using a regression method based on statistical lexical features from a Wikipedia

page.

• Aqqu [13] generates answers by finding neighbor entities over the KB and ranks the answers

by calculating the text similarities between the question and the relations.

Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the results obtained on the test set for WebQuestions with the various systems:

Aqqu [13], MCCNN [5], Paralex [7] and Sempre [8]. On WebQuestions, our QARDTE system

achieves improved average F1 scores compared with the baseline system Aqqu with scores of

0.549 (+1.9%) with only the improved relation detection method and 0.558 (+3.5%) with the

relation detection method combined with external text resources. Furthermore, the QARDTE

system obtains an average F1 score of 0.558, which outperforms the Aqqu by +3.5% and the

MCCNN by +2.8%. We achieve the highest average F1 and recall scores among all of the above

QA systems. Our system also achieves a precision of 0.512, a significant improvement (+6.2%)

compared to Aqqu.

With different component settings, our QARDTE system performs differently: (1) When it

is used with the relation detection model alone, our model shows a notable increase in preci-

sion, which indicates that the relation detection procedure helps to filter out the correct ques-

tion type when performing inferences on the KB. Moreover, it works better than any other

existing approach. (2) When it is used with the textual evidence extractor alone, our model

achieves some increase in precision. We will present further results and explanations on this

subject. (3) When it is used with both the relation detection model and external textual evi-

dence, the performance of our model improves significantly. This indicates that combining

Table 1. Results on the WebQuestions test set.

Methods Precision Recall Average F1

Paralex [7] 0.405 0.466 0.433

Sempre [8] 0.480 0.413 0.444

MCCNN [5] 0.537 0.550 0.543

MCCNN (w/o S-MART, Rules) 0.425 0.551 0.479

Aqqu [13] 0.482 0.611 0.539

QARDTE (w/o Wiki) 0.497 0.612 0.549

QARDTE (w/o Rel) 0.487 0.611 0.542

QARDTE 0.512 0.613 0.558

Each column presents the results obtained on the WebQuestions test set (2032 questions). The results in the table

indicate that our proposed method achieves a significantly better result than the other 4 baselines. The best results

achieved with our approach are marked in bold.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t001
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the information obtained from relation detection and textual evidence contributes to better

performance.

The MCCNN method achieves an average F1 of 0.543 by using S-MART entity linker and

human-crafted question decomposition rules. However, if tested without the S-MART tools or

rules, the average F1 score decreases to 0.479 (by -11.8%), and a decrease is also noted in the

precision. Meanwhile, the original MCCNN method shows a 2.5% increase in precision but a

notable 11.5% drop in recall compared with our method. The reason is that MCCNN differs

from our system in several respects: First, MCCNN uses predefined hand-crafted question

rules to decompose complex sentences. While the rules potentially improve its precision, they

make it difficult to extend. Moreover, MCCNN does not handle free text such as our system; it

uses only one Wikipedia page that precisely matches the topic entity of the question of interest.

Such selected text resources limit the scope of identifying answers within a certain page; there-

fore, this approach improves precision but simultaneously hurts the method’s ability to inspect

implicit relation facts and leads to notably lower recall.

Table 2 shows the results obtained on the Free917 benchmark. On the Free917 test set, our

QARDTE system achieves an average F1 score of 0.663. It is superior to that of the Aqqu sys-

tem at 0.627 (by +5.7%). We also achieve better precision (0.683) and higher recall (0.679)

than the other baselines. However, unlike in the case of the WebQuestions results, we observe

that our QARDTE+Wiki system (0.663), which tries to use external text resources via the

Wikipedia extractor, shows no obvious improvement over our base system (0.659). This is

because the questions in Free917 are hand-crafted and the entities in the questions are limited

to those that appear in Freebase, consequently our method benefits less from using external

textual evidence.

While a modern KB contains billions of knowledge entries in the form of triples, it is impos-

sible to predict all possible relations as the number of relations in the prediction set becomes

larger. However, we note the fact that the predicates represent the hierarchical structure of the

KB. Therefore, we collect a predefined subset of types as our base output relation set, and we

further use the diverse category information contained in the predicate strings in our relation

detection task to achieve improved performance.

Table 3 shows the relation detection performances of four different methods. Following

previous work [5, 13], we use accuracy as our evaluation metric. The results presented in this

table indicate that our relation detection model achieves an accuracy of 0.832 higher than

those of the text matching approach, the BiCNN classification model (0.777, +7.0%) and the

simple Bi-LSTM classification model (0.793, +4.8%). These findings indicate that the hierar-

chical category information contained in a KB often encodes domain knowledge of the entity.

The information plays an important role in question type prediction for the QA task. Mean-

while, we achieve an accuracy of 0.832, and it is vastly superior to that of the MCCNN model

Table 2. Results on the Free917 test set.

Methods Precision Recall Average F1

Paralex [7] 0.598 0.457 0.520

Aqqu [13] 0.646 0.647 0.627

QARDTE (w/o Wiki) 0.659 0.643 0.644

QARDTE (w/o Rel) 0.680 0.679 0.659

QARDTE 0.683 0.679 0.663

Each column represents the results obtained on the Free917 test set (267 questions). The best results are shown in

bold.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t002
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(0.587, +41.7%). In addition, we note that the accuracy is increased (0.843, +1.3%) when using

the pre-trained paraphrase layer as an input projection method. It indicates that in addition to

capturing sentence grammar structures, the relation detection task may also benefit from alle-

viating the word lexical gap.

Table 4 presents the results obtained in the relation detection task on the WebQuestions

Top 5 most frequent question types in WebQuestions, comparing Aqqu and MCCNN with

the model used in the QARDTE system. Our model achieves higher accuracy on each of the

most frequent question types, indicating that the deep semantic representation of our model

effectively learns the sentence structure information. Interestingly, it is noted that the

QARDTE system with a pre-trained layer has lower accuracy than QARDTE without the pre-

trained layer in some question types. We propose that it is because a layer loss exists for some

structure information during projection.

In Table 5, we present some example questions from the test set. The examples indicate that

our method infers a more accurate answer relation than the baseline method. For example, for

the question “who is Jennifer Lawrence’s boyfriend?”, it is asking for the identity of Jennifer’s

boyfriend. The baseline method provides only the answer “People”, whereas our relation

detection model classifies the sentence into the “people.marriage.spouse” type, thus identifying

the detailed relationship between the answer and question entities. Moreover, these example

questions also show that our model captures the correct question types for questions with vari-

ous expressions and different sentence structures. The first three questions ask for similar

information with with different words, namely, “boyfriend”, “married to” and “wife”, whereas

the next three questions ask for information with different sentence structures, namely, “lan-

guage do . . . speak” and “people from . . . speak”; for both sets of questions, our model achieves

equivalent and correct results.

Meanwhile, in the second example (Simple Q1), MCCNN incorrectly classifies the question

from the “language” category into “book”. We also note the results in Table 4, where MCCNN

achieves the relatively lowest score in the “language” category. As most questions from the

“language” category tend to have various expressions and different sentence structures, it indi-

cates that the MCCNN model is not robust and fails to capture relation information from

unseen expressions.

Table 3. Accuracy achieved in the relation detection sub task on the WebQuestions test set.

Model Accuracy

Text-Matching 0.438

MCCNN 0.587

BiCNN 0.777

Bi-LSTM 0.793

QARDTE (w/o Pre) 0.832

QARDTE 0.843

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t003

Table 4. Accuracy achieved in the relation detection task on the Top 5 most frequent question types in WebQuestions.

Question Type #Count Aqqu MCCNN QARDTE QARDTE(w/o Pre)

location 345 0.578 0.701 0.974 0.942

people 195 0.445 0.574 0.905 0.867

sports 129 0.446 0.585 0.862 0.884

government 122 0.675 0.764 0.846 0.910

language 101 0.818 0.627 0.926 0.960

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t004
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Additionally, we compare the performances achieved when using an LSTM network or a

CNN to encode entities and predicates in our implementation. While maintaining the same

neural network setup, we simply change the cells from the CNN to the LSTM type and the acti-

vation function from sigmoid to ReLU [36]. The results indicate that the LSTM network

achieves better performance in this sequence classification task because of the recursive vector

representations for the context of an entity, while the CNN captures only local information

about each entity word. With the improved context representations in the LSTM case, we pre-

dict the question type with higher accuracy.

To show the effectiveness of the relation detection model in answering questions involving

multiple relations, we seek insight regarding the results obtained in the complicated questions

in the WebQuestions dataset. We use the artificial rules presented in [5] to split the WebQues-

tions’ test set into two categories: the former consisting of questions containing only a single

relation and the latter consisting of questions containing more than one relation. Thus, the

WebQuestions’ test set is split into 1,752 simple questions (86%) and 280 complex questions

(14%). We then apply Aqqu, MCCNN and our proposed QARDTE method to these two test

sets, and the results are presented in Table 6. As shown in the table, our method achieves

improved average F1 scores compared with those of MCCNN, with scores of 0.551 (+9.8%) on

Table 5. Some intuitive results of relation detection.

Simple Q1: Who is Jennifer Lawrence’s boyfriend?

Simple Q2: Who all was Richard Burton married to?

Simple Q3: Who is Martin Luther King’s wife?

Aqqu: People

MCCNN: people.marriage.spouse

QARDTE: people.marriage.spouse

Simple Q1: What language do native American Indians speak?

Simple Q2: What do people from Guam speak?

Simple Q3: What is the main language spoken in Switzerland?

Aqqu: Other

MCCNN: book.written_work (wrong result)

QARDTE: location.country.languages_spoken

Complex Q1: What kind of government did the United States have after the revolution?

MCCNN: travel.travel_destination.tourist_attractions (wrong result)

QARDTE: location.country.form_of_government

Complex Q2: What year did the Milwaukee Brewers go to the world series?

MCCNN: people.person.parents (wrong result)

QARDTE: sports.sports_team.championships

Each box presents several example questions from WebQuestions. They indicate that our method infers a more

accurate answer relation than the baseline method Aqqu and MCCNN.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t005

Table 6. Average F1 results on the split WebQuestions test set.

Question Complexity #Count Aqqu MCCNN QARDTE

Single relation 1,752 0.442 0.502 0.551

Multiple relations 280 0.453 0.344 0.586

We compare the results obtained by Aqqu [13], MCCNN [5] and our QARDTE on the split WebQuestions test set (question set with a single relation and another set

with multiple relations). The results reported in the table are those for the average F1 metric; we also achieve comparable results in terms of the precision and recall.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t006
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the single relation questions and 0.586 (+70.3%) on the complex questions. The results indicate

that our relation detection model is superior to other methods when answering complex ques-

tions with multiple relations.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of leveraging information from external unstruc-

tured text, we compute the average answer positions for different model setups, including the

raw model without either the Bi-LSTM network or external text information and the partial

model with only the external text information removed. The position of the first answer to a

question that is returned by the QA system is 1, the position of the second answer is 2, etc.,

and the average answer position (the evaluation metric) is calculated by averaging the position

number of the gold standard answers over test set questions. Table 7 presents the results. On

the WebQuestions benchmark, compared with the model that does not use any external text

corpus (2.781), the average answer position of the model that uses simple text statistics but

does not use the deep representation Bi-LSTM model is improved to 2.357 (-15.2%), while our

final model performs the best at 2.020 (-14.2%). These findings indicate that using external

text data provides useful information in addition to available KB knowledge when ranking

candidate answers. Our neural-network-based text inference model achieves better compre-

hension of the text corpus.

To show the effectiveness of our attention model, we collect the output of the attention

layer when answering the question “What to see near Sedona Arizona?” from the test set. The

attention score for every word in four example text snippets are demonstrated in Fig 5. Each

bar represents a text snippet and each small block in a bar represents a single word. The color

depth of a block represents the attention score. The deeper the color, the more attention score

the word has, and the more possibility that the word is a suitable answer for the question. The

standard answers to the question are “Cathedral Rock”, “Harbor Airport”, “Red Rock State

Park” and “Oak Creek Canyon”. The figure shows that our model correctly assigns out higher

attention scores over these answer words. Moreover, interestingly, we also note that the words

“red rock high school” are not in the standard answer but are marked with a high attention

score. Indeed, a “Red Rock High School” exists near Sedona in Arizona, indicating that our

attention model is able to resolve implicit relations among various text pages.

Moreover, we perform Friedman’s test between the performance of our QARDTE method

and the other two best baselines (Aqqu [13] and MCCNN [5]) to evaluate whether the perfor-

mance variance is statistically significant.

First, on the WebQuestions dataset, we analyze the significant differences of the F1 metric.

The chi-square statistic value of Friedman’s test is 169.63, larger than the Friedman critical

value of 13.816 from Chi-square table (when DF = 2, p = 0.001), indicating that the variance

between the different methods is significant. Furthermore, we perform a pairwise Nemenyi

test between QARDTE and the baselines. The following results are obtained: QARDTE tested

with Aqqu yields a p-value of 9.71e-07; QARDTE tested with MCCNN yields a p-value of

2.42e-27; and Aqqu tested with MCCNN yields a p-value of 2.32e-09. Since all of the p-values

are smaller than threshold of 0.005, the variance between each pair of methods is statistically

significant.

Table 7. Comparison of the average correct answer positions among different model setups.

Model WebQuestions Free917

QARDTE (w/o Rel, Wiki) 2.781 1.975

QARDTE (w/o Wiki) 2.357 1.966

QARDTE 2.020 1.954

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.t007
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Second, the analysis on the Free917 dataset is similar. The chi-square statistic value of

Friedman’s test is 97.81, indicating that the variance between the different methods is signifi-

cant. Furthermore, we perform a pairwise Nemenyi test between QARDTE and the baselines.

The following results are obtained: QARDTE tested with Aqqu yields a p-value of 7.85e-6;

QARDTE tested with MCCNN yields a p-value of 2.96e-7; and Aqqu tested with MCCNN

yields a p-value of 5.82e-09. Since all of the p-values are smaller than threshold of 0.005, the

variance between each pair of methods is statistically significant.

In summary, all these results demonstrate that the performance variance between the differ-

ent methods is significant. As the average accuracy of our model is higher that of Aqqu and

MCCNN, our model is clearly statistically superior to those methods.

Conclusion

In this study, we have proposed a KBQA method named QARDTE, which integrates our

improved relation detection model and a textual evidence extractor to enhance the final

results. The relation detection model is built on a Bi-LSTM network, which has been proven to

demonstrate better performance in capturing sentence structures than any other commonly

used network. We feed the network with different levels of abstraction to achieve better sen-

tence representation. Moreover, we utilize external unstructured text to extract additional sup-

porting evidence. Combining the information obtained from the relation detection results and

the extracted textual evidence during the answer ranking process yields improved results.

Experiments on two QA benchmarks, WebQuestions and Free917, show that our method

achieves significant improvements compared with existing KBQA systems.

There are several possible directions for future research. First, we will look into logical

inference methods to handle more complicated sentences. We can also incorporate external

Fig 5. A simple example of how the attention score indicates the answers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205097.g005
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text for answer reasoning. Moreover, we will investigate the possibility of transfer learning.

Moreover, it is possible to adapt our model to easily shift among different domain

applications.
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